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About This Game

This game supports rebinding controls, but only dual analog gamepads and keyboard & mouse modes are
officially supported in desktop mode.

VR mode requires a dual analog gamepad. Mouse control is NOT supported in VR.

HOTAS controllers are not officially supported and are at your own risk!

House of the Dying Sun is a tactical space shooter that puts you in the cockpit of the Empire's most deadly interceptor and in
command of the Harbinger Fleet. Hunt down the enemies of your dying empire and upgrade your warships with new weapons

and abilities earned during your campaign of terror.

Key Features:

 Classic Space Sim Combat: Fly from the cockpit of the Executor Mk II with gameplay heavily influenced by the
titans of yesteryear

 Take Command: Give orders to any vessel in your fleet from a tactical overview, switch to another fighter, or pause
time and carefully consider your next move

 Replayable Scenarios: Choose one of four increasingly-brutal difficulties in each of the 14 campaign scenarios.
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 Powerful Upgrades: Complete bonus objectives to earn special fleet upgrades such as the Gap Drive or the Kamikaze
Chassis. You'll need these to tackle the most difficult scenarios.

 VR & Monitor Support: House of the Dying Sun was carefully designed for both traditional monitors and VR
headsets such as the HTC Vive. It also supports 21:9 displays!
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Title: House of the Dying Sun
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Marauder Interactive, LLC
Publisher:
Marauder Interactive, LLC
Release Date: 1 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.4GHz Quad Core Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible, 2048 MB of VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Installation of SteamVR is required for VR support.

English
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This game brought me back to my childhood of point n click adventures from the likes of Lucas Arts, Sierra Online, and others.
Absolutely AMAZING game.

Video Review: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A7oRvPQty6w. Such a wonderful soundtrack to bring the gloomy
atmosphere for Sora and to remind you of your mission. Glorious 320kbs master race. If you don't get this, you'd better to drop
your weapons. It's a fun game, but it's not worth it to buy on steam. On Play-store it's completely free and there are no game
play changes. Get it on your phone and save a little bit of money.. This is a must play for ayone who likes logic puzzles. If you
liked Hexcells, buy this game!. What an incredible experience. This is the most fun I've had with an action platformer in a
while. I died plenty of times, and rage quit again and again, but always went back. The game delivers on its core gimmick
(creating platforms on the fly) with fantastic level design and clever puzzles. Also there are some really nice QOL options like
easy mode and a speedrun timer. One thing it's sadly lacking is a quick restart button. It does get a little chaotic in the later
stages, and timings become tighter.. It's a step down from Death to Spies 2, but it's still a very solid (if buggy and low budget,
especially in the narrative-basis sound and cutscene department) stealth game in the vein of Hitman.

To start with, there isn't a prone feature, and tossing rocks and other objects for distraction isn't a feature. Whistling, poison,
accident systems and weapon loadouts are still a feature from the first two games, as is a hard mode wherein only nonlethal and
choke cord takeouts will allow disguises.
As well, the levels at times start to feel repetitive, unlike the last game. I'm not sure whether this is an issue with the pacing, the
difficulty curve or the amount of levels.

While the game is buggy at the current time (one day since release), it actually has everything level design wise mapped out to a
very strong form of solidity.

Best ratings are acquired by not knocking anyone out, save those absolutely necessary cases, and killing targets purely through
the use of scripted and well hidden and executed accidents.
There's an extreme difficulty dedicated purely to not using disguises, where lethality is far more forgiven.

If you're new enough to social stealth to think that after this long since Blood Money and only Absolution to tide us over there
isn't room for 2 stealth games with disguise basis in them, you should probably play more stealth games.
This is at the very least a buy on sale for the fact that it ends up being a solid (not great, but certainly not bad either) game in the
otherwise neglected disguise based sub-genre of stealth games.. Got a lot of time to spare?
You will not even notice.
Great timekiller.
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Best of luck to you!
- A fellow gamedev.. First things first: I got this game in a 10-key Bundle, so more or less "for free". Given this fact it was
pretty funny and quiet entertaining - as long as it lasted (Made it in about 3 hours).

Dont get me wrong: its actually a pretty funny little game, I personally like the idea of evolving little microorganism-thingys. I
think its (now)~5€ and i wouldn`t pay that much for it.

In my opinion this should have more content, more difficulties (its pretty ez) OR cost only 1€. A really interesting visual
concept that makes for very special graphics. A nice tough is that they also filmed a night level.

The gameplay however is repetitive and basic. Also, the technical execution is lackluster: I could not play fullscreen because the
game does not support a resolution of 1920*1200 correctly and I could not assign the A button on my 360 controller because
that button was also used to open the assign popup again for the same button.

Regardless of the flaws, I applaud the visual experiment that this game is. We need more interesting innovation like this! :). I've
been addicted to this game for the past week. It is a minimal strategy game with a beautiful art style and relaxing music. It gives
me the same "just one more turn" urge that Civ 5 gave me. At the end of each island, you always end up with a amazing little
world that is incredibly pretty based off the rules the buildings set for each other.

Pros:
- Pretty artstyle and music
- Simple yet addicting gameplay
- Satisfying reward system

Cons:
- Only so many types of buildings

I would highly recommend this game at full price. It is a great game to just chill and enjoy without worrying all that much about
anything.. sick game love mechanics 10\/10. Excellent game for the price. I had great fun manoeuvring myself on a moving train
shooting enemies down with the various weapons. I was craving some voice acting being a fan of the GTA series. Surprisingly I
had no nausea or dizziness playing this title. Looking forward to seeing the refinements the future brings. A multiplayer co-op
option would make this the best. Buy this while it's still cheap :)
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